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Physics learning during the Covid-19 pandemic must still be done so that students can still get physics intake. This phenomenological re-
search aims to explore physics teacher strategies in conducting traditional game-based learning in senior high schools during the Covid-19
pandemic. The research data was collected through in-depth interviews with 10 physics teachers from five senior high schools in Yogyakarta.
The ten participants were taken using the purposive sampling technique. The data analysis used analytic reduction which started with iden-
tifying important statements from the interview results, determining the core theme, and interpreting the physics learning strategy essence.
The research results found that traditional game-based physics learning was carried out using contextual, inquiry, project, and problem-based
learning models. The physics material is integrated into traditional games which include tulup, benthik, bekelan, sulamanda, egrang, sekon-
gan, jeblugan, and gobak sodor. Physics learning evaluation is carried out by assessing assignments, performance, presentations, tests, and
the results of making students’ traditional games. Traditional game-based physics learning is done through distance learning applications
such as Zoom, Google Meet, Google Classroom, Google Mail, and WhatsApp. Supporting factors for learning physics based on traditional
games include efficient learning, learning can be done anywhere, and students can explore their abilities widely. Inhibiting factors for learn-
ing physics based on traditional games include unstable internet networks, students’ different abilities, and never done distance learning. The
physics teacher’s competence, the student’s abilities, and the facilities availability are the main factors in determining the learning physics
success based on traditional games during the Covid-19 pandemic.
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1. Introduction

Education is the main key to moving the nation’s progress,
both in terms of morals, culture, science, and technology.
Without quality education, it will hurt the quality of the hu-
man resource [1]. Especially now that the world is experienc-
ing a Covid-19 pandemic, which affects all sectors, including
the education sector. The Covid-19 pandemic has limited in-
teraction between humans. This also happens in the learning
process that occurs in schools. Learning that was initially
face-to-face between teachers and students was then carried
out remotely [2]. Distance learning is learning that is car-
ried out not face to face, but through intermediary media.
Distance learning is a learning innovation that aims to create
learning that is efficient, effective, and can be done anywhere
[3]. Before the Covid-19 pandemic, the distance learning
idea had been discussed by education practitioners. The ini-
tial idea underlying the emergence of distance learning is that
face-to-face learning is increasingly ineffective [4]. Face-to-
face learning requires a variety of physical means that must
be fulfilled. This causes learning to be ineffective, so there is
a need for learning innovations.

Distance learning is carried out with different supporting
facilities from face-to-face learning. Distance learning is car-
ried out using various online learning classroom applications.
Apart from requiring learning applications, distance learning
also requires other supporting facilities such as computers,
laptops, and smartphones that are supported by a stable inter-
net network [5]. However, not all students have adequate sup-
porting facilities. Many students do distance learning by bor-
rowing neighbor’s laptops and unstable internet signals [6].
Some of these things are certainly a challenge for students,
teachers, and parents to support distance learning implemen-
tation. Moreover, not all students have the same technologi-
cal literacy skills, so that distance learning is hampered [7].
Distance learning is still carried out to produce quality stu-
dents despite all the limitations that exist. Distance learning
in Indonesia began to be carried out comprehensively and si-
multaneously during the Covid-19. Before the Covid-19 pan-
demic, learning in high schools, especially in physics, was
carried out face to face [8].

In addition to creating quality students, learning during
the Covid-19 pandemic was carried out remotely to realize
meaningful learning. Meaningful learning is learning that
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provides deep meaning to students to be able to apply the
learning material they are learning into life [9]. Meaning-
ful learning can be done by focusing on learning on stu-
dents. In other words, meaningful learning can be created
if students act as the main subject of learning [10]. By car-
rying out meaningful learning, students can improve their
problem-solving abilities [11]. Besides, meaningful learn-
ing can improve students’ critical and creative thinking skills
[12]. Students can increase their sensitivity and concern for
all events that occur in their lives [13]. One of the efforts
made by teachers and students in conducting distance learn-
ing physics to achieve meaningful learning is by integrating
it into the phenomena that occur in life such as through tradi-
tional games.

Traditional games are a phenomenon that is often found
in students’ lives. Traditional games are a form of local
wisdom that is owned by the community to show the exis-
tence of their culture to other communities [14]. Traditional
games are reactive activities that serve as a means of recre-
ation. Thus, traditional games are a form of manifestation
of certain regional local wisdom which serves as a differen-
tiator from other regions. Apart from being a differentiator
from other areas, traditional games are also suitable for form-
ing good character in children [15]. This is because tradi-
tional games contain moral messages that help develop chil-
dren’s cognition, psychomotor, and personality. Traditional
games can optimize cognitive and motoric aspects of chil-
dren, strengthen solidarity, and respect each other [16]. Tra-
ditional games contain a variety of physics concepts. The
physics concepts contained in traditional games go from the
manufacturing process to the process of playing traditional
games.

One of the traditional games that children often play is
the bamboo shooting game [17]. This bamboo shooting game
has various physics concepts in it, both during the manufac-
turing process until the process of playing it. Furthermore,
traditional games that people have in a country, especially
Indonesia, are not limited to one kind of traditional game. In-
donesia is the largest archipelagic country in the world that
has a variety of traditional games. This is like what is owned
by the Special Region of Yogyakarta, which not only has
bamboo shooting games, but has other traditional games such
as gobak sodor, namely the game of knocking down oppo-
nents on the track and sulamanda, which is a game of jump-
ing in a pattern [18]. These traditional games can be inte-
grated into physics learning because they contain complex
physics concepts. By integrating physics learning into tradi-
tional games, one can improve students’ conceptual under-
standing [19]. Students can improve critical thinking skills
when studying physics which is integrated into traditional
games [20]. By integrating embroidery games, students can
improve their problem-solving skills. The integration of tra-
ditional games into physics learning can strengthen students’
awareness of problems in life.

Although traditional games contain physics concepts,
there are obstacles in learning physics based on traditional

games. Teachers rarely do physics learning integrated into
traditional games [21]. Most teachers teach physics material
to students textually [22]. Physics learning is appropriately
done by integrating it into the daily experiences of students
through discovery activities or projects. There are many rea-
sons behind the lack of integration of physics learning into
traditional games. Besides teachers who teach physics tex-
tually, teachers also have difficulty applying physics to tradi-
tional games [23]. The teacher wants physics learning to be
done quickly because there is a lot of physics material taught.
Teachers are used to teaching physics by doing practice ques-
tions on printed books [24].

Constraints that occur in integrating physics learning into
traditional games make it difficult for students to integrate
physics concepts into life [25]. Besides, students find it diffi-
cult to learn physics and even often misconceptions appear in
students [26]. Although most teachers do not integrate tradi-
tional games into physics learning, there are still some teach-
ers in Yogyakarta who integrate them. This is by the research
findings that physics teachers in Yogyakarta have integrated
benthik games (a kind of game like softball using a wooden
stick) into physics learning about Newton’s law of motion
[27]. Learning physics that integrates benthik games about
Newton’s law of motion can provide a high sense of enthu-
siasm for students. Students become more critical when par-
ticipating in learning as evidenced by the number of students
asking for the physics concepts contained in benthik games
[28]. Therefore, there needs to be habituation on an ongoing
basis in integrating traditional games into physics learning.

1.1. Research problems

Various problems always arise in education, especially in the
current conditions that are being hit by the Covid-19 pan-
demic. Learning was initially face-to-face, but the Covid-
19 pandemic has led to distance learning. Distance learn-
ing physics does not only require writing tools, but requires
supporting equipment which includes laptops, smartphones,
and a stable internet signal [5]. Distance learning support
equipment must be owned by students so that they can con-
tinue to learn. However, many students experience problems
in participating in distance learning due to limited support-
ing equipment. Not all students have the same technologi-
cal literacy skills, so that distance learning is hampered [29].
Besides, physics learning experiences several obstacles that
have been experienced by teachers and students. Physics
learning should be done by integrating phenomena that occur
in life such as traditional games, but rarely integrate them into
these situations. This of course affects the ability of students
to apply the physics concepts they have learned into life.
Therefore, physics learning based on traditional games needs
to be done to improve students’ understanding of the con-
cepts of physics. Make it easy for students to apply physics
concepts to life and become meaningful solution for distance
learning physics.
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1.2. Research question

Based on the problems previously described, various prob-
lems occurred in distance learning during the Covid-19 pan-
demic. Physics learning is still rarely integrated into tradi-
tional games. Although there have been several solutions
carried out by physics teachers when overcoming these prob-
lems, a more in-depth exploration of the strategies under-
taken by high school physics teachers in conducting tradi-
tional game-based learning during the Covid-19 pandemic is
needed. Thus, the questions to be answered in this research
are as follows.

1. What was the strategy of high school physics teachers
in learning physics based on traditional games during
the Covid-19?

2. What are some traditional games that can be integrated
into physics learning during the Covid-19 pandemic?

3. What are the supporting and inhibiting factors for
learning physics based on traditional games in high
schools during the Covid-19 pandemic?

1.3. Research focus

This research focuses on finding out the strategies employed
by high school physics teachers in learning physics based on
traditional games during the Covid-19 pandemic.

2. Method

2.1. General background

This qualitative research with a phenomenological method.
This research was conducted to explore the strategies of
physics teachers in carrying out traditional game-based learn-
ing in high schools during the Covid-19 pandemic. A more
detailed objective of this research is to obtain in-depth infor-
mation on how to teach high school physics teachers inte-
grated with traditional games during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Besides, this research is also to explore traditional games that
can be integrated into physics learning as well as support-
ing and inhibiting factors for learning physics based on tradi-
tional games in high schools during the Covid-19 pandemic.
This research was conducted for two months, from November
to December 2020. This research is expected to be a guide in
conducting further research, especially in the research theme
of learning physics during the Covid-19 pandemic and learn-
ing physics based on traditional games.

2.2. Participants

Participants involved in this research were public high school
physics teachers in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. Given many pub-
lic senior high schools in Yogyakarta, the determination of
the participants involved in this research used a purposive

sampling technique. Purposive sampling technique is a tech-
nique used in taking research participants which is not ran-
dom, but participants are drawn based on certain criteria
[30]. The criteria determined in taking the participants were
all physics teachers teaching in public high schools and all
physics teachers had delivered physics material by integrat-
ing it into traditional games. Furthermore, the participants in-
volved in this research were ten teachers from five public se-
nior high schools in Yogyakarta. In other words, every public
high school was selected by two physics teachers who had
delivered physics material by integrating it into traditional
games. The selection of ten participants in this phenomeno-
logical research is based on the stipulation that the number of
participants allowed in phenomenological research is 3 to 15
heterogeneous participants [31]. Each high school participant
is selected from one male and one female physics teacher.

In addition, another reason for choosing two teachers
from each school was because of the five schools stud-
ied, only two to three teachers were found who often teach
physics to their students through traditional games, both dur-
ing normal conditions and the Covid-19 pandemic. There-
fore, to uniform the number of participants from each school,
it was decided that the participants in this research were
two teachers, male, and female, from each school who often
taught physics to their students through the help of traditional
games, both during normal conditions and amid the Covid-
19 pandemic. The reason for the uniformity of the number
of participants involved in this research is so that there is no
difference in the gender proportion of participants from each
school studied. Meanwhile, each teacher involved in this re-
search taught physics to 60 to 120 students. The age range
of students who were taught by the teachers who participated
in this study was between 16 to 17 years. The profile of the
participants involved in this phenomenological research can
be seen in Table I.

Based on Table I, it is shown that all participants in this
phenomenological research are anonymized. This is done by
applicable research ethics to protect the confidentiality of par-
ticipants and affiliates. Besides, giving each participant and

TABLE I. Participants in the phenomenological research.

No. Name Affiliation Gender Total
Male Female Students

1. FA PSHS-1 1 - 90
2. WA PSHS-1 - 1 60
3. FB PSHS-2 1 - 100
4. WB PSHS-2 - 1 120
5. FC PSHS-3 1 - 70
6. WC PSHS-3 - 1 65
7. FD PSHS-4 1 - 75
8. WD PSHS-4 - 1 90
9. FE PSHS-5 1 - 85
10. WE PSHS-5 - 1 90

Note: the participant’s number was 10 participants.
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its affiliates initial names also aims to maintain the confiden-
tiality of the information obtained. Participants involved in
this research used their initials with their names disguised,
including FA, WA, FB, WB, FC, WC, FD, WD, FE, and WE.
Besides, the affiliations of the teaching participants’ origins
were also disguised, consisting of PSHS-1, PSHS-2, PSHS-
3, PSHS-4, and PSHS-5. The selection of participants from
these five public senior secondary schools was made because
these five schools were ranked in the top ten as the best
schools in Yogyakarta.

2.3. Instruments and procedures

Data collection in this phenomenological research was car-
ried out using in-depth interview techniques. To obtain qual-
ity interview results, when interviewing participants, inter-
view guidelines were presented, and the interview process
was recorded [32]. The questions posed to each participant
in this interview process are open and general, designed to
explore the phenomenon of learning physics based on tradi-
tional games in high schools during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Interviews are conducted for forty to sixty minutes. Inter-
views were conducted not only in schools where the partici-
pants taught but were carried out wherever they agreed. In-
terviews were conducted by applying health protocols which
included maintaining distance, wearing masks, and washing
hands. The interview was conducted in a conducive atmo-
sphere, so that participants could answer any questions posed
freely and comfortably. Some participants did not wish to be
interviewed directly, so interviews were conducted by tele-
phone. An interview guide that contains a list of questions
that were sent to participants to answer online.

Furthermore, in this in-depth interview, an interview
guide was also prepared, containing a list of questions an-
swered by the participants. The interview guide that has been
compiled contains eleven questions that are asked to the par-
ticipants. The first question is a prefix that contains ques-
tions such as name, length of teaching, and teaching experi-
ence. The next ten questions are the main questions of this
phenomenological research. Do the other ten questions in-
clude what physics learning strategy did you do during the
Covid-19 pandemic? Have you ever integrated traditional
games into physics learning? What is the strategy you do
in integrating traditional games into learning physics? What
are the subjects of physics that are integrated into traditional
games? What traditional games have you integrated into
learning physics? What learning models do you use in in-
tegrating traditional games into physics learning? What is
the general response of students in following physics lessons
during the Covid-19 pandemic? What is the response of stu-
dents in following physics learning integrated with traditional
games during the Covid-19 pandemic? What are the fac-
tors that support the implementation of physics learning inte-
grated with traditional games during the Covid-19 pandemic?
What were the factors that hindered the implementation of
physics learning integrated with traditional games during the

Covid-19 pandemic? The collected interview data was then
analyzed using the analytical reduction method.

2.4. Data analysis technique

Before doing data analysis, the data that has been collected
is tested for validity and reliability. The validity test is car-
ried out by clarifying and reconfirming the data that has been
obtained from the participants. The reliability test was car-
ried out by asking the participants again the questions con-
tained in the interview guide at different times. If the data
obtained in the validity and reliability tests are the same as
the data obtained during the first interview with the partici-
pants, then the data collected will be valid and reliable. After
the data obtained is valid and reliable, the next step is to ana-
lyze the data. The data analysis used in this phenomenologi-
cal research used the analytical reduction method. The stage
of analytic reduction begins with identifying important state-
ments from interviews, determining core themes based on in-
terview results, and interpreting the essence of physics learn-
ing strategies that appear in phenomena in a holistic manner
[33]. The point of the essence interpretation is to deeply inter-
pret phenomenon that is being experienced and the response
of participants in dealing with this phenomenon.

The data analysis procedure begins with changing the
voice recordings from the interview results in a transcript of
the interview results, making it easier to check the informa-
tion that has been obtained. Next, read the transcript of the
interview results carefully which was repeated several times.
Simultaneously with these stages, the selection of the main
themes contained in the transcript of the interview results
was also carried out into the main statement. Next, group
each main statement into a central theme. Compiling textural
descriptions that contain descriptions of the phenomena be-
ing experienced by participants based on the main statements
and central themes. Apart from compiling textural descrip-
tions, structural descriptions are also arranged based on main
statements and central themes. Structural descriptions that
are compiled contain descriptions of participant responses in
dealing with these phenomena. The last stage of analytic re-
duction is interpreting essence of all phenomena experienced
by participants. The interpretation of the essence carried out
in this phenomenological research is a combination of tex-
tural and structural descriptions that give a deep meaning to
the phenomenon being experienced and the responses of the
participants in dealing with these phenomena.

This phenomenological research method can be arranged
in a scheme that facilitates the process of interpreting this re-
search. The phenomenological research method scheme can
be shown in Fig. 1.

Based on Fig. 1 it can be shown that this phenomeno-
logical research was conducted to explore the strategies of
high school physics teachers in carrying out traditional game-
based learning during the Covid-19 pandemic. This phe-
nomenological research was conducted by interviewing ten
physics teachers from five public high schools in Yogyakarta.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of the phenomenological research method.

The results of interviews with ten physics teachers were
analyzed using analytic reduction techniques. It is through
this analytical reduction that the strategy of middle-high
school physics teachers in carrying out traditional game-
based learning during the Covid-19 pandemic can be iden-
tified.

3. Result

3.1. Traditional game-based physics learning strategies
during the Covid-19 pandemic

The implementation of physics learning needs to be done
in several stages so that the objectives of learning physics
can be achieved. Especially now that all sectors of life are
being hit by the Covid-19 pandemic, including the educa-
tion sector, so it needs the right physics learning strategy.
The physics learning strategy that needs to be done includes
three stages, namely planning, implementing, and evaluat-
ing learning. Therefore, the following description will de-

scribe the strategies undertaken by high school physics teach-
ers in carrying out traditional game-based physics learning
during the Covid-19 pandemic. The results showed that the
physics learning strategy based on traditional games was dif-
ferent in each high school during the Covid-19 pandemic.
WA stated that, “Learning physics during the Covid-19 pan-
demic feels so big a difference from learning physics before
the Covid-19 pandemic. I must adapt to technology that sup-
ports learning during the Covid-19 pandemic. Since learn-
ing during the Covid-19 pandemic focused more on students,
I did a contextual-based physics study”. FA also carries out
a physics learning strategy like WA, but FA carries out it’s
learning by integrating traditional games. The FA stated that,
“During the Covid-19 pandemic, I taught physics to students
by integrating traditional games and using the inquiry and
project learning models. I ask students to find, create, and
present traditional games that have physics concepts”.

Physics learning in high schools during the Covid-19 pan-
demic needs to be done with a variety of models, methods,
and activities of various students. This is done so that stu-
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dents can more easily understand the concepts of physics,
considering that physics is one of the difficult subjects. This
is by the WB statement that, “Physics is a difficult subject,
so I teach physics material to students during the Covid-
19 pandemic using a contextual approach that is integrated
with traditional games. I prepared in advance the traditional
games that I would show the students”. In addition to prepar-
ing physics learning media in the form of traditional games,
there are also physics teachers who prepare from the plan-
ning, implementation, and evaluation stages of physics learn-
ing. This is by the argument presented by FB that, “I pre-
pared an instructional design based on traditional games,
traditional games, and evaluation sheets in the form of test
questions. I do traditional game-integrated physics learn-
ing on a project-based basis. Project-based physics learning
is carried out by asking students to create and present tra-
ditional games. My evaluation was done by assessing the
task of making and presenting traditional games. I also give
quizzes to assess the achievement of students’ abilities”.

There are also some teachers who not only integrate
physics learning into traditional games, but into local poten-
tial. This is supported by FC’s statement that, “During the
Covid-19 pandemic, I asked students to find various physics
concepts contained in the local wisdom that exists in their en-
vironment. I apply the inquiry learning model with the aim
that students can apply the concepts of physics to life. Learn-
ing is carried out based on the instructional design that I
have compiled, and I evaluate learning through the perfor-
mance and learning outcomes of students”. The argument
presented by FC basically stated that physics learning car-
ried out during the Covid-19 pandemic provided opportuni-
ties for students to explore deeply their cognitive, affective,
and psychomotor abilities in the field of physics. Further,
WC said that, “During the Covid-19 pandemic, my students
still felt happy with physics learning that was carried out by
integrating it into the physical phenomena that occurred in
life. I asked each student about physics learning which is
done by integrating it into traditional games and they an-
swered that this time learning physics reminds them of the
games they played when they were children”. Based on these
results, it shows that the integration of physics learning into
traditional games is not only aimed at making it easier for
students to learn physics concepts as well as preserving tra-
ditional games.

Learning physics during the Covid-19 pandemic provided
an opportunity to apply a project-based learning model. This
is because learning focuses on students. This is consistent
with WD’s statement which said that “I am more flexible in
applying the project-based learning model, because students
learn physics at home and have a longer time to complete
the physics project that I provide. The physics project that
I provide is to explore and record traditional games that ex-
ist in the social environment of students. After that, students
choose one of the traditional games. Students then create
and present these traditional games online. Other students
respond to the presentation of physics concepts on traditional

games”. This shows that physics learning is not only done to
optimize one student’s ability, but physics learning is carried
out to optimize all abilities of students which include cogni-
tive, psychomotor, and affective abilities. Students who have
followed physics learning are expected not only to highlight
their cognitive abilities, but emphasize humanist, caring, dex-
terity, and innovative aspects. Furthermore, FD stated that,
“During studying physics during the Covid-19 pandemic, I
put more emphasis on students’ concern for physical phe-
nomena that occur in life. I ask students to find any phenom-
ena that have more than one physics concept, especially in
traditional games”.

The integration of traditional games into physics learning
during the Covid-19 pandemic aims to develop the innova-
tion power and concern of students. This is by the statement
conveyed by FE that, “Learning physics during the Covid-19
pandemic was carried out by integrating it into traditional
games so that students were able to develop their innova-
tive power. I give assignments to students to make tradi-
tional games by making some modifications, so that they can
explain the concept of physics quantitatively. I give more
portions to students to convey their ideas about traditional
games related to physics concepts. The physics learning that
I do uses a contextual learning model, inquiry, and problem-
based learning alternately”. Meanwhile, evaluating physics
learning during the Covid-19 pandemic can be done by de-
veloping various assessment instruments. This is by what
WE stated that, “During the Covid-19 pandemic, I often did
physics learning evaluations by assessing the results of stu-
dents’ independent assignments which included reports on
making traditional game projects. I do this to find out all the
abilities of students. I put more emphasis on virtual group
discussions so that students share the knowledge they have”.
Thus, the strategy of high school physics teachers in carry-
ing out traditional game-based physics learning during the
Covid-19 pandemic can be arranged into a scheme as shown
in Fig. 2.

Based on Fig. 2, it can be shown that the traditional
game-based physics learning strategy in high schools during
the Covid-19 pandemic was carried out by carefully prepar-
ing planning, implementing, and evaluating learning. Some
of the arguments of high school physics teachers state that
the implementation of physics learning based on traditional
games during the Covid-19 pandemic needs to be prepared
with a careful learning plan. The planning that needs to be
prepared includes the preparation of an integrated instruc-
tional design with traditional games. The instructional design
that is compiled is also able to accommodate the optimization
of the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor aspects of stu-
dents. The implementation of traditional game-based physics
learning during the Covid-19 pandemic was carried out with
contextual learning models, inquiry, projects, and problem-
based learning models. This is because physics learning fo-
cuses more on students as learning subjects. The evaluation
of physics learning based on traditional games is carried out
by assessing the performance, tests or quizzes, assignments,
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FIGURE 2. Traditional game-based physics learning strategies.

presentations, and the results of students’ traditional game
making projects.

3.2. Traditional games integrated into physics learning

Physics learning during the Covid-19 pandemic was carried
out remotely and carried out at students’ homes. Physics
learning that is carried out at home provides flexibility for
students to explore their abilities. Therefore, during the
Covid-19 pandemic, many teachers conducted physics learn-
ing by integrating it into life as in traditional games. In ad-
dition to making, it easier for students to understand the con-
cepts of physics, physics learning that is integrated into tradi-
tional games can also be used to preserve traditional games.
This is by the statement put forward by WB that, “During
the Covid-19 pandemic, I often taught students physics ma-
terial by integrating it into traditional games. The tradi-
tional games that I often implement in physics learning are
sulamanda games (a game of jumping on a pattern on the
ground or floor), bekelan (the game of picking up objects
and balls simultaneously by bouncing the ball), and gobak
sodor (the game of knocking down an opponent on a certain

path). I did this traditional game-integrated physics learning
remotely with the help of the Zoom application”.

Most high school physics teachers do not only integrate
one traditional game in physics learning. This is by the state-
ment submitted by the FA and WD that, “Learning physics
during the Covid-19 pandemic, I often integrate into a va-
riety of traditional games. Physics learning integrated into
physics learning is done remotely via the Google Meet ap-
plication. While the assignment, I did it through the Google
Classroom application or WhatsApp. The traditional games
I have integrated into learning physics include sulamanda (a
game of jumping on a pattern on the ground or floor) and
tulup (bamboo shooting game). I use the traditional sula-
manda game because it is integrated with the concept of rigid
equilibrium, motion, and the force of gravity. Blind game is
used in physics learning because it contains the concepts of
momentum and impulse, parabolic motion, and collisions”.
Physics learning during the Covid-19 pandemic can be done
remotely through a distance learning application. This is as
stated by FB, “The physics lessons that I conducted during
the Covid-19 pandemic were conducted remotely by utilizing
various supporting applications including Zoom and Google
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FIGURE 3. Traditional games integrated into physics learning.

Meet. I did my physics learning evaluation by sending as-
signments or asking students to send project progress via
Google Mail or Google Classroom. I ask students to cre-
ate traditional game development projects. The traditional
games I assign to students include egrang (a game played by
standing and walking on wooden sticks) and jeblugan (bam-
boo cannon game). I chose the egrang game because it has
the concept of rigid body equilibrium, motion, gravitational
force, and rotational momentum. I chose the jeblugan game
because it can be used to explain the concept of pressure, ki-
netic theory of gases, and fluids”.

Most high school physics teachers in learning physics
based on traditional games by asking students to demon-
strate the game. This aims to make physics learning more
meaningful and not just memorizing formulas. This is by
the arguments stated by WA and FE that, “In doing tradi-
tional game-based physics learning, I often assign students to
demonstrate traditional games through the help of Zoom and
Google Meet. Traditional games demonstrated by students
include bekelan and tulup games. Bekelan games were cho-
sen because they can be used to help explain the concept of
free fall, vertical motion, and gravity. Blind play can be used
to explain the concepts of momentum and impulse”. Learning
physics is not just memorizing the formulas in the book, but
requires students to be able to apply what they have learned
in solving every physics phenomenon that occurs.

Some teachers ask students to videotape traditional
games accompanied by explanations of physics concepts.

This is done considering that traditional games can only be
played in a large open area. Physics learning as described
above was carried out by FC and WC. FC and WC said that,
“ I asked students to record videos of the making and demon-
stration of traditional benthik and sekongan games. Tradi-
tional game video footage is presented via Zoom and sent via
WhatsApp and Google Classroom. Benthik games (a kind
of softball game with a bat and ball made of wooden sticks)
and sekongan (a kind of bowling game where the ball and
target are a wooden stick). I chose benthik and sekongan
games because these two traditional games can be used to
explain Newton’s law concepts of motion and parabolic mo-
tion”. Traditional game-based physics learning is carried out
by giving various types of tasks aimed at optimizing the fight-
ing power and creativity of students. This is by the state-
ment conveyed by FD and WE that, “I do physics learning
based on traditional games by giving assignments to students
through Google Classroom to design, make, and present tra-
ditional games of egrang and tulup. I give this assignment to
students with the hope that their creativity can develop prop-
erly”. Thus, various traditional games integrated into physics
learning can be arranged into a scheme as shown in Fig. 3.

Based on Fig. 3, it can be shown that various traditional
games can be integrated into learning physics in high schools
during the Covid-19 pandemic. Some of the arguments of
high school physics teachers in Yogyakarta state that there are
at least eight traditional games that are often integrated into
learning. The eight traditional games includetulup (bamboo
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TABLE II. Traditional Games Used by Physics Teachers.

No. Traditional Teacher Affiliation Total

Games Teacher

1. Tulup FA PSHS-1 6

WD PSHS-4

WA PSHS-1

FE PSHS-5

FD PSHS-4

WE PSHS-5

2. Benthik FC PSHS-3 2

WC PSHS-3

3. Bekelan WB PSHS-2 3

WA PSHS-1

FE PSHS-5

4. Sulamanda WB PSHS-2 3

FA PSHS-1

WD PSHS-4

5. Egrang FB PSHS-2 3

FD PSHS-4

WE PSHS-5

6. Sekongan FC PSHS-3 2

WC PSHS-3

7. Jeblugan FB PSHS-2 1

8. Gobak Sodor WB PSHS-2 1

shooting game),benthik(a kind of softball game with a bat
and ball made of wooden sticks),bekelan(the game of pick-
ing up objects and the ball simultaneously by bouncing the
ball), sulamanda(a game of jumping on a pattern. certain),
egrang(a game played by standing and walking on wooden
sticks),sekongan(a kind of bowling game where the ball and
target is a wooden stick),jeblugan(bamboo cannon game),
and gobak sodor(the game of dropping an opponent on a
track). Meanwhile, the number of teachers who use tradi-
tional games as presented in Fig. 3 can be shown in Table II.

The eight traditional games can be used to explain more
than one physics concept. Furthermore, this traditional game-
based physics learning is carried out by providing physics
material and assignments to students through distance learn-
ing applications. The details of the teacher’s number who
use physics distance learning applications can be shown in
Table III.

Based on Table III, physics teachers provide physics ma-
terial and assignments to students through distance learning
applications such as Zoom, Google Meet, Google Classroom,
Google Mail, and WhatsApp. This was done considering the
educational conditions affected by the Covid-19 pandemic,
so face-to-face learning was replaced with distance learning.

TABLE III. Distance learning applications used by physics teach-
ers.

No. Applications Teacher Affiliation Total

Teacher

1. Zoom WB PSHS-2 6

FB PSHS-2

WA PSHS-1

FE PSHS-5

FC PSHS-3

WE PSHS-3

2. Google FA PSHS-1 7

Meet WD PSHS-4

FB PSHS-2

WA PSHS-1

FE PSHS-5

FB PSHS-2

WB PSHS-2

3. Google FA PSHS-1 7

Classroom WD PSHS-4

FB PSHS-2

FC PSHS-3

WC PSHS-3

FD PSHS-4

WE PSHS-5

4. Google Mail FB PSHS-2 1

5. WhatsApp FA PSHS-1 4

WD PSHS-4

FC PSHS-3

WC PSHS-3

Note: every physics teacher uses more than one app.

3.3. Supporting and inhibiting factors for learning
physics based on traditional games during the
Covid-19 pandemic

The implementation of physics learning during the Covid-
19 pandemic certainly has various supporting and inhibiting
factors that affect the success of learning. One of the fac-
tors that support traditional game-based physics learning dur-
ing the Covid-19 pandemic is learning that is integrated into
the daily experiences of students in traditional games. Mean-
while, one of the obstacles to learning physics based on tra-
ditional games during the Covid-19 pandemic was the differ-
ent technological literacy abilities of students. This is by the
statement submitted by the FA that, “During the Covid-19
pandemic, physics learning that I did by integrating tradi-
tional games made students enjoy learning more. This is be-
cause physics learning is carried out by integrating it into the
daily life of students. Often my students experience interfer-
ence with the internet signal while taking distance learning”.
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Digital literacy needs to be developed during the Covid-19
pandemic, considering that physics learning can only be done
remotely with the help of technological advances. If teach-
ers and students cannot develop digital literacy skills, they
will experience difficulties in carrying out distance learning.
This is by the argument presented by WA that, “I have dif-
ficulty doing traditional game-based physics learning using
distance learning applications. I realize that my digital liter-
acy skills are still low”.

For some teachers, distance learning physics during the
Covid-19 pandemic was more efficient than face-to-face
learning. This is because learning is carried out through com-
putational technology that allows students to keep abreast
of learning. The statement is by the opinion expressed by
WB that, “I think physics learning based on traditional long-
distance games is more efficient than face-to-face learning.
This is because many students play and fall asleep during
face-to-face learning. Distance learning physics also ex-
periences various obstacles, such as students who do not
have laptops, so they have to study with friends”. Learning
physics during the Covid-19 pandemic integrated into tradi-
tional games also saves education costs. This is because re-
sources used in the learning process can be obtained from
the environment of the student. Physics learning guidebooks
are sent by the teacher in digital format for free. The state-
ment is by FC’s said that, “Traditional game-based physics
learning during the Covid-19 pandemic can save education
costs. This is because the learning resources used come from
the environment where students live. Most of the tuition fees
are allocated to buy internet quota, even though the internet
network owned by students is unstable”.

An unstable internet network is indeed one of the main
problems in implementing distance learning. Not a few stu-
dents climb the roof tiles to take distance learning physics.
This is by the argument presented by FB that, “Many of
my students experience problems with unstable internet net-
works. They told me that to take distance learning physics,
they have to climb the roof tiles to get a stable internet sig-
nal. Even though there are obstacles in distance learning
physics, distance learning can be done anywhere”. Distance
learning physics also focuses on learning on students, thus
enabling teachers to carry out physics learning that involves
a considerable portion of students. This is also what the WC
does, the WC said that “During the Covid-19 pandemic, I of-
ten conducted student-centered physics learning by actively
involving students in learning physics. The steps I take are
implementing a project-based learning model. I ask students
to complete a traditional game creation project”.

In addition to the problem of an unstable internet net-
work, distance learning is also considered less effective in
optimizing the abilities of students. This is because students
are not directly guided by the teacher in learning physics con-
cepts. This is by the statement submitted by WD and FE that,
“Most of the students do not understand the physics mate-
rial that I explain. This is because they are not familiar with
distance learning. This causes the implementation of physics

learning on several subjects to be carried out slowly, given
the ability of students to receive and process different physics
material”. However, traditional game-based physics learn-
ing that is carried out remotely can also be carried out by the
learning objectives that have been prepared. This is supported
by the characteristics of distance learning physics which pro-
vide more time for students to explore their abilities. This is
by the arguments presented by FD and WE that, “I often get
stories about the experiences of students who carry out tra-
ditional game-based physics learning that is done remotely.
They say that many new things they learn from the phenom-
ena that occur around their lives. This is certainly one of the
supporters of distance learning physics. Often students com-
plain about limited facilities and a stable internet network
when delivering their experiences or project presentations”.
Thus, the various factors supporting and inhibiting traditional
game-based physics learning during the Covid-19 pandemic
can be arranged into a scheme as shown in Fig. 4.

Based on Fig. 4, it can be shown that there are various
supporting and inhibiting factors for learning physics based
on traditional games during the Covid-19 pandemic. Some of
the arguments of high school physics teachers in Yogyakarta
state that the factors that support the implementation of
physics learning based on traditional long-distance games in-
clude physics learning which saves educational costs, physics
learning runs efficiently, physics learning can be done any-
where, it is easy for students to explore their abilities, and
teachers can implement learning physics centered on stu-
dents continuously. Meanwhile, factors that hinder learn-
ing physics based on traditional long-distance games include
the low digital literacy skills of teachers and students, un-
stable internet networks, different abilities of students, unac-
customed distance learning physics, and limited facilities for
supporting distance learning physics.

Meanwhile, the number of teachers who feel comfortable
teaching physics remotely and teachers who are not comfort-
able teaching physics remotely can be shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV. Physics teachers impression of distance learning.

Physics Teachers

Teacher Affiliation Impression Total

Comfortable Uncomfortable

FA PSHS-1 1 - 6

FC PSHS-3 1 -

FD PSHS-4 1 -

WB PSHS-2 1 -

WC PSHS-3 1 -

WE PSHS-5 1 -

FB PSHS-2 - 1 4

FE PSHS-5 - 1

WA PSHS-1 - 1

WD PSHS-4 - 1
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FIGURE 4. Supporting and inhibiting factors for learning physics based on traditional games.

Based on Table IV, most of the physics teachers, as many
as six teachers feel comfortable teaching physics remotely.
Meanwhile, four other physics teachers feel uncomfortable
teaching physics remotely.

4. Discussion

During the Covid-19 pandemic, most of the physics learning
was done remotely. This was done so that there was no more
spread of Covid-19. In conducting distance learning physics,
there are many innovations made by the teacher with the aim
that students remain enthusiastic in learning physics. Be-
sides, innovations made by physics teachers are also needed
so that students can get meaningful learning. Learning is im-
portant for students to obtain because it serves as a tool to
solve problems that occur in life [34]. However, there are
still some physics teachers who do not make learning inno-
vations. The physics teacher only explains physics concepts
and gives assignments to students as written in a printed book
[35]. This certainly raises its boredom in students studying
physics. Besides, the student experience will not improve be-
cause learning is carried out focusing only on explaining for-
mulas. This occurs because of various factors that influence
it, such as teachers who cannot be adaptive to technology
that supports learning and students who are used to teacher-
centered physics learning [36].

Another case was done by several high school physics
teachers who were involved in this research. High school
physics teachers in Yogyakarta during the Covid-19 pan-
demic conducted physics lessons by integrating them into the
daily experiences of students. This is done to make it easier

for students to understand the concepts of physics. Besides,
integrating physics learning into life can also make it easier
for students to apply physics concepts [37]. The implemen-
tation of physics learning by high school physics teachers in
Yogyakarta is integrated into traditional games. Traditional
games are chosen in integrating physics concepts because
they are activities that are enjoyed by students. Activities that
are liked by students if integrated into learning, students will
be comfortable in learning and they are easy to understand the
subject matter [38]. Besides, the integration of physics learn-
ing into traditional games is also carried out to preserve tradi-
tional games. By integrating physics learning into traditional
games, it allows students to act as the center of physics learn-
ing activities. This is done considering that physics learning
requires the active involvement of students [39]. This is done
because physics is not just a subject to memorize formulas,
but also applies physics concepts to answer phenomena that
occur in life.

Physics learning integrated into traditional games is car-
ried out so that students carry out their role as active learn-
ing subjects. The teacher needs to prepare a mature strategy
for doing physics learning based on traditional long-distance
games. The strategy that the teacher needs to prepare in car-
rying out traditional distance game-based physics learning in-
cludes planning a careful instructional design. Instructional
design is a guideline for implementing learning [40]. If the
instructional design is not detailed and systematic, likely the
learning objectives cannot be achieved optimally. Besides,
students’ abilities also cannot develop according to the learn-
ing objectives that have been prepared [41]. Instructional de-
signs prepared by the teacher are adapted to the innovations
provided in learning such as traditional games. After the tra-
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ditional game-based instructional design has been arranged in
detail and systematically, the teacher needs to prepare himself
to adapt to technology that supports distance learning. Var-
ious reports stated that most teachers did not make learning
innovations during the Covid-19 pandemic because they had
difficulty using distance learning applications [42]. There-
fore, every teacher needs to adapt to using distance learning
applications.

Furthermore, the implementation of traditional game-
based physics learning is carried out by implementing a
student-centered learning model. A learning model that is
centered on students in learning, namely project-based learn-
ing [43]. Besides, contextual, and inquiry-based learning also
focuses on learning for students [44]. In the implementation
of traditional game-based physics learning which implements
the project learning model, it allows students to understand
and apply physics concepts. This is because students explore
the physics concepts found in traditional games and make
traditional games. In traditional game-based physics learn-
ing that implements the inquiry model, it is also able to op-
timize the students’ inquiry abilities. In addition to the three
learning models, the problem-based learning model also pro-
vides a larger portion of students. In other words, problem-
based learning requires the active involvement of students in
learning [45]. In carrying out traditional game-based physics
learning the teacher uses a student-centered learning model
which also aims to accommodate students in exploring their
abilities.

Physics learning that is carried out remotely is integrated
into traditional games that are around the lives of students
which consist of eight traditional games. The eight traditional
games includetulup, benthik, bekelan, sulamanda, egrang,
sekongan, jeblugan, andgobak sodor. The eight traditional
games can be used to explain more than one physics con-
cept. This shows that the physics concepts learned by stu-
dents are a manifestation of phenomena that occur in life
[46]. Physics learning needs to be integrated not only into
traditional games, but into all activities carried out by stu-
dents. Physics learning integrated into traditional games can
be done anywhere as long as the distance learning support fa-
cilities are connected to an internet network. Meanwhile, in-
tegrating physics learning into traditional games requires all
the abilities of students to work optimally. Learning physics
that is integrated into traditional games do not only require
cognitive aspects, but also affective and psychomotor aspects.
This shows that learning integrated into everyday phenomena
can develop students’ cognitive abilities.

This is evidenced by the ability of students to answer
physical phenomena that occur in life with the concept of
physics [47]. In other words, students can explain various
physics concepts through traditional games. The affective as-
pects of students can be increased through learning that is in-
tegrated into life [48]. Students become more concerned and
respectful of phenomena, especially traditional games that
exist in their environment [49]. In addition to the cognitive
and affective aspects that can be improved, the psychomotor

aspects of students can improve because they are directly in-
volved in demonstrating traditional games [50]. Given that
traditional game-based physics learning involves cognitive,
affective, and psychomotor aspects of students, evaluation of
the learning is carried out by assessing all aspects shown by
students. Learning that is carried out holistically facilitates
the achievement of meaningful learning [51]. Therefore, the
evaluation of physics learning based on traditional games is
carried out by assessing the performance, test results, presen-
tations, and the work of students.

Although traditional game-based physics learning can
provide opportunities for students to explore their abilities,
several constraints hinder its implementation. Distance learn-
ing physics without direct guidance from the teacher causes
students to be slow in understanding the concept of physics.
Moreover, physics is a difficult subject for students. Even
face-to-face physics learning is sometimes still difficult for
students, let alone done remotely. Apart from that, distance
learning also experiences constraints due to limited support-
ing facilities and an unstable internet network. This cannot
be denied considering that Indonesia is a developing coun-
try whose education is not evenly distributed [52]. Many
students have to learn to get to the roof tiles to get a stable
internet network. Physics distance learning based on tradi-
tional games is often done slowly considering that teachers
and students are not used to distancing learning. This causes
distance learning to be less effective because it takes a long
time. Coupled with the ability of students to receive and pro-
cess different physics material. In the end, the steps taken by
the teacher were by providing material and physics assign-
ments to students, so that students often had misconceptions.
Problems that hinder distance learning physics should imme-
diately find a solution so that students can follow learning
smoothly.

5. Conclusion

This research explores how traditional game-based physics
learning strategies in high schools during the Covid-19 pan-
demic. The results showed that the strategy used in learn-
ing physics based on traditional long-distance games in-
cludes preparing instructional designs, implementing learn-
ing by implementing contextual-based learning models, in-
quiry, projects, and problem-based learning models. This is
because physics learning focuses more on students as learn-
ing subjects. Traditional games in Yogyakarta that are inte-
grated into physics learning includetulup, benthik, bekelan,
sulamanda, egrang, sekongan, jeblugan,and gobak sodor
games. These traditional games can be used to explain more
than one physics concept. This learning is carried out by pro-
viding physics material and assignments to students through
the help of distance learning applications such as Zoom,
Google Meet, Google Classroom, Google Mail, and What-
sApp. Besides, some factors support traditional game-based
physics learning, namely saving education costs, learning
runs efficiently, learning can be done anywhere, it is easy
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for students to explore their abilities, and the teacher imple-
ments student-centered learning continuously. Factors that
hinder learning physics based on traditional games include
low digital literacy of teachers and students, unstable internet
networks, different abilities of students, unfamiliarity with
distance learning, and limited distance learning support facil-
ities. While the contribution of this research is that physics
learning is more meaningful if it is carried out by integrat-
ing it into the daily experiences of students. This is done so
that students can solve problems that occur in life using the
physics concepts that have been learned.

6. Recommendation

Based on the conclusions previously described, this research
provides recommendations to students, teachers, further re-
searchers, and the government. Students should optimize
the opportunities for distance learning physics, considering
that distance learning provides more time to explore the abil-
ities of students. Students must create a fun physics learn-
ing atmosphere to make it easier to learn physics material.
Physics teachers should not only implement physics learn-
ing into traditional games, but implement physics learning
into all daily activities of students. Teachers must further im-
prove digital literacy skills and the ability to adapt to tech-
nological advances. Further researchers can use the results
of this research as a source of reference in researching learn-
ing physics during the Covid-19 pandemic. Besides, further
researchers can carry out physics learning innovations by in-
tegrating them into traditional games based on android or vir-
tual reality. Research is needed in every province in Indone-
sia. This aims to see the strategy of every physics teacher in

Indonesia in integrating traditional games into physics learn-
ing. Meanwhile, the government should start improving the
quality of learning in Indonesia by providing internet quota
assistance to students and providing free internet assistance
to every village in Indonesia.

7. Limitations

This phenomenological research is carried out by complying
with applicable research ethics, one of which is by disguis-
ing the identities of participants and affiliates. However, this
research has limitations that can be fixed in future studies.
The implementation of this research was limited to partici-
pants in the province of Yogyakarta, while the provinces in
Indonesia were not only Yogyakarta. This phenomenological
research produces findings that are as subjective as possible
and applicable to the area where this research was carried
out, so this research cannot be generalized broadly. Besides,
this phenomenological research only focuses on traditional
games, while the manifestation of local wisdom is not only
in the form of traditional games, but also in the form of local
potential.
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